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ABSTRACT
Evolution of density fluctuations yields secondary anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background (CMB),
which are correlated with the same density fluctuations that can be measured by weak lensing (WL) surveys.
We study the CMB-WL correlation induced by the integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect and its nonlinear extension,
the Rees-Sciama (RS) effect, using analytical models as well as N-body simulations. We show that an analytical
model based on the time derivative of matter power spectrum agrees with simulations. All-sky cosmic-variance-
limited CMB and WL surveys allow us to measure the correlation from the nonlinear RS effect with high
significance (50 j) for , whereas forthcoming missions such as Planck and LSST are expected to yield4l p 10max
1.5 j detections, on the assumption of that the point-source contributions are negligible. We find that the CMB-
WL correlation has a characteristic scale which is sensitive to the nature of dark energy.
Subject headings: cosmic microwave background — cosmology: theory — large-scale structure of universe
1. INTRODUCTION
Secondary temperature anisotropies of the cosmic micro-
wave background (CMB) provide invaluable information on
the structure formation in the universe. The sources of anisot-
ropies include the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effects by galaxy
clusters as well as by reionization, the integrated Sachs-Wolfe
(ISW) effect, the Rees-Sciama (RS) effect, and CMB lensing.
We shall use the term “ISW” when the underlying matter fluc-
tuation is linear, and “RS” when it is nonlinear.
The forthcoming Planck satellite4 and ground-based obser-
vations such as the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT; Ko-
sowsky 2003) and South Pole Telescope (SPT; Ruhl et al. 2004)
are designed to measure temperature fluctuations at arcminute
scales, and thus are expected to detect some of the secondary
anisotropies.
The RS effect is, in principle, a unique probe of the time
variation of gravitational potential, as given by (Sachs & Wolfe
1967; Rees & Sciama 1968)
r∗
ˆDT(n) ′
ˆp 2 drF (nr, r), (1)T 0
where F is the Newtonian potential, is a unit direction vector,nˆ
r is the conformal look-back time, and is r out to the photon-r∗
decoupling epoch. The prime denotes , which is equal to/r
, where h is the conformal time./h
In the linear regime, vanishes in a matter-dominated uni-′F
verse; however, when either curvature or dark energy domi-
nates, F decays in time and thus . In the nonlinear′FFF 1 0
regime, on the other hand, F grows in time, . Therefore,′FFF ! 0
one expects on large scales where density fluctuations′FF 1 0
are still linear, and on small scales where fluctuations′FF ! 0
are nonlinear.
The autocorrelation of this effect, both linear and nonlinear,
has been studied (Seljak 1996; Tuluie et al. 1996; Cooray
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2002a). The cross-correlation between the linear ISW effect
and large-scale structure traced by galaxies has also been stud-
ied (e.g., Crittenden & Turok 1996; Peiris & Spergel 2000;
Cooray 2002b; Afshordi 2004), and detected for various galaxy
surveys (e.g., Boughn & Crittenden 2004; Nolta et al. 2004;
Afshordi et al. 2004).
Much less attention has been given to the correlation of the
nonlinear RS effect and large-scale structure. As this effect
changes sign at the linear to nonlinear transition scale, the
signature of nonlinearity is distinct.
The RS effect is not the only thing that is correlated with
the large-scale structure. The SZ effects, as well as radio and
infrared point sources, also trace the large-scale structure (Tak-
ada & Sugiyama 2002; Dore´ et al. 2004; Hirata et al. 2004).
Fortunately, multifrequency data enable us to separate those
contributions that have unique and specific frequency depen-
dence (Hu et al. 1994; Tegmark & Efstathiou 1996). To this
end, we need follow-up observations with high sensitivity and
angular resolution, such as with the Atacama Large Millimeter
Array (ALMA).5
In this Letter, we calculate the cross-correlation of the RS
effect and large-scale structure traced by weak lensing (WL)
surveys. In particular, we simulate this directly using an N-
body code for the first time. We adopt the flat LCDM model
with (QL0, j8, h, ns) p (0.74, 0.76, 0.7, 1), which is consistent
with Spergel et al. (2007).
2. ANALYTICAL MODEL
The amplitude of distortion in galaxy images due to WL is
given by the so-called convergence, k, which is proportional
to the projected density field along the line of sight. As the
Newtonian potential, F, is negatively proportional to density
field via the Poisson equation, the sign of CMB-WL correlation
is given by and, thus, positive on large scales and negative′FF
on small scales.
5 See http://www.nro.nao.ac.jp/alma/E/index.html.
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Fig. 1.—CMB-WL cross-correlation spectra, , for two WL survey designs:Cl
deep (model 1) and shallow (model 2). Top: The symbols show from theCl
N-body simulation. The open and filled symbols show and , re-C ! 0 C 1 0l l
spectively. The solid and long-dashed lines show the fully nonlinear model
for models 1 and 2, respectively, while the dotted lines show the linear theory
predictions. Note that the linear theory predicts at all l. Bottom: CMB-C 1 0l
WL cross-correlation coefficients, .Rl
The cross-correlation of the RS effect and , isk, Cl
r z∗ ∗l r  rs2C p 2l dr P , r dz p(z ) , (2)′l  FF  s s( ) 3r r r0 z s
where is the power spectrum of at is the′P (k, r) FF r, z′FF s
redshift of source galaxies, and . Here is ther { r(z ) p(z)dzs s
probability of finding galaxies between z and . We usez dz
, where A is a normalization factor2 bp(z)p Az exp [(z/z ) ]0
determined by (Efstathiou et al. 1991). We con- p(z)dzp 1∫0
sider two survey designs: model 1, a deep survey, (b, z0) p
(0.7, 0.5), whose peaks at with a broad distribution;p(z) z ∼ 2.2
and model 2, a shallow survey, (b, z0)p (2, 0.9), which peaks
at with a narrower distribution. We calculate fromz  0.9 P ′FF
2 49Q Hm0 0P (k, r)p [P (k, r)HP (k, r)], (3)′ ′FF dd dd2 44a k
where , and and are the power spectrumHp d ln a/dr P P ′dd dd
of density fluctuations, d, and the cross-correlation of d and
, respectively.′d
How do we calculate ? It might be tempting to useP ′dd
, as the following might seem obvious:′P p P /2 Ad(k,′dd dd
. However, this relation′r)d ( p, r)Sp (1/2)(/r)Ad(k, r)d( p, r)S
is exact only in the linear regime, for which the ensemble
average (taken over initial perturbations) and commute./r
As they do not generally commute in the nonlinear regime, we
need to check whether this Ansatz is a good approximation in
the nonlinear regime.
Before pursuing the fully nonlinear regime, we consider the
Ansatz using third-order perturbation theory (3PT). We employ
the expansion of in a series up to the third order in thed(k, r)
initial linear perturbation, , asd (k) d(k, r)p1
. Here D is the linear growth factor and are3 n D (r)d (k) dn nnp1
of order . This simple factorization of time-dependent andnd1
scale-dependent terms is exactly correct in an Einstein–de Sitter
universe. It is also known that this form of expansion gives a
quite relevant estimation of the power spectrum for the LCDM
model if the time-dependent term is simply replaced with the
corresponding growth factor (Bernardeau et al. 2002; Jeong &
Komatsu 2006). The above expansion warrants that the ensem-
ble average and the time derivative commute. It is also true
when the expansion above is truncated at a finite order instead
of third order. Thus we can compute from equation (3)P ′FF
using 3PT and .′P p P /2′dd dd
Note that perturbation theory generally breaks down for
. We calculate using 3PT to probe quasi-linear scales.d  1 Cl
Compared with using N-body simulations, which we discussCl
in detail in the next section, 3PT predicts that the sign of Cl
changes at smaller l because 3PT overestimates nonlinearity in
(Bernardeau et al. 2002; Jeong & Komatsu 2006). ThisPdd
indicates the limitations of PT.
3. ANALYTICAL MODEL VERSUS N-BODY SIMULATION
To test in the nonlinear regime, we compare the′P ≈ P /2′dd dd
analytical model with N-body simulations. We employ 3512
dark matter particles in a volume of h1 Mpc andL p 250box
40 h1 Mpc on a side. The simulations are performed by the
GADGET-2 code (Springel 2005). The initial conditions are
generated by a standard method using the Zel’dovich approx-
imation. We dump outputs from to 10 uniformly sam-zp 0.01
pled in . For each output redshift, we dump adjacentlog (1 z)
two outputs in order to calculate and .′ ′d F
In the top panel of Figure 1, we show the analytical model
of with (solid and long-dashed lines show models 1 and′C Pl dd
2, respectively), where is the fully evolved nonlinear powerPdd
spectrum (Smith et al. 2003), and the N-body results (open and
filled symbols show negative and positive values, respectively).
The agreement is good: the model describes the amplitude,
shape, and crossover at of that are measured in thel ∼ 800 Cl
simulation. We therefore conclude that the Ansatz, ,′P ≈ P /2′dd dd
is indeed accurate, up to , where we can trust reso-lp 5000
lution of our N-body simulation. The cross-power calculated
by 3PT generally agrees well with these results in the linear
and quasi-linear regimes. We mention that, compared with the
simulation result, 3PT overestimates as explained above.Pdd
The applicability of 3PT for computing may be limited toCl
linear and quasi-linear scales.
How well are RS (or ISW) and WL correlated? In the bottom
left panel of Figure 1, we show the 2D correlation coefficient,
. We have used the same nonlinear tok RS 1/2R p C /(C C ) Pl l l l dd
calculate the power spectrum of convergence, , while wekCl
have used the halo model approach (Cooray & Sheth 2002) to
calculate that of RS, . In the linear regime, ISW and k areRSCl
strongly correlated, (it is not exactly 1 because of theR  1l
projection effect). The correlation weakens as nonlinearity be-
comes important: to 0.1 at for4R  0.05 1000  l  10l
model 1, and to 0.03 for model 2.R  0.01l
The weak correlation of is due to the fact that F andCl
are not correlated very well in the nonlinear regime: the 3D′F
correlation coefficient, ,1/2R (k)p P (k)/[P (k)P (k)]′ ′3D FF F F
reaches the maximal value, , at ,R (0.5/Mpc)  0.2 zp 13D
where the RS effect becomes largest. The 2D correlation, ,Rl
is even weaker than because of the projection effectR (k)3D
and a mismatch between the redshift at which WL becomes
largest ( ) and that for the RS effect ( ). The weakz  0.5 z  1
correlation makes it challenging to measure the CMB-WL cor-
relation from nonlinearity.
To see where the cross-correlation signals come from, we
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Fig. 2.—Top: Contribution to from each redshift per logarithmic redshiftCl
interval, normalized by the absolute value of , . The am-C (dC /d ln z)/FC Fl l l
plitude of the long-dashed line is 1/3 of the actual one. Bottom: Relation
between k and l, , as a function of redshift.kp l/r(z)
Fig. 3.—S/N as a function of the maximum multipole, lmax. The dotted and
dashed lines show the linear ISW and nonlinear RS effects, respectively, while
the solid lines show the total, for cosmic-variance-limited CMB and WL sur-
veys with all-sky (upper curves) and 1000 deg2 sky coverage (lower curves).
Top: Deep WL survey. The dash-dotted lines show S/N expected from Planck’s
CMB data correlated with LSST’s WL data. “PLANCK nl” shows the nonlinear
RS only. Bottom: Shallow WL survey. Same as the top panel, but for ACT’s
CMB data correlated with CFHTLS’s WL data.
show in Figure 2. On large angular scales,dC /d log z/FCFl l
, the physical scale is larger than 1 Mpc, the cor-l ∼ 10–100
relations come from , and the sign is positive; thus, theyz  2
are the linear ISW effect. On small angular scales, l ∼
, the physical scale is smaller than 1 Mpc, and the42500–10
sign is negative; thus, they are the totally nonlinear RS effect.
On the intermediate scale, , negative correlations comelp 800
from lower redshifts, whereas positive ones come from higher
redshifts. These correlations nearly cancel after the line-of-sight
integration.
4. DETECTING NONLINEAR REES-SCIAMA EFFECT
Can we detect nonlinearity, ? The signal-to-noise ratioC ! 0l
(S/N) of is given byCl
lmax2S 2l 1
p f , (4)sky( ) CMB k 2˜ ˜N lp2 ( )1 C C /Clmax l l l
where is the fraction of sky observed, and andCMB k˜ ˜f C Csky l l
are the total (signal plus noise) power spectra of the CMB
(including primary, CMB lensing and the RS effect) and WL,
respectively. The noise spectra of the CMB and WL surveys
are given, respectively, by (Knox 1995; Schneider 2005)
CMB 2 2 2N p j v exp [l(l 1)v /8 ln 2], (5)l pix fwhm fwhm
k 2N p j /n , (6)l g gal
where is the temperature noise per pixel, is the FWHMj vpix fwhm
of a Gaussian beam, is the number density of galaxiesngal
observed in a WL survey, and is the noise in shear mea-jg
surements, including intrinsic ellipticities.
We forecast S/N for the forthcoming surveys with the fol-
lowing parameters: (fsky, jg, ng/arcmin2)p (0.024, 0.3, 20) for
the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey
(CFHTLS), (0.8, 0.1, 100) for the Large Synoptic Survey Tele-
scope (LSST), (fsky, jpix, vFWHM) p (0.024, 2, 1.7) for ACT,
and (0.8, 2.5/2.2/4.8, 9.5/7.1/5) for Planck with 3 lowest
frequency HFI channels. In Figure 3 we show the predicted S/
N as a function of the maximum multipole for cosmic-lmax
variance-limited CMB and WL (deep and shallow) surveys, as
well as for the forthcoming surveys: Planck correlated with
LSST, and ACT correlated with CFHTLS.
We find that S/N is totally dominated by the linear ISW
effect (dotted lines) at , and then becomes dominatedl  3000
by the nonlinear RS effect (dashed lines) at higher l. All-sky
CMB and WL surveys can yield S/N ∼ 50 (10) for deep (shal-
low) WL surveys, whereas 1000 deg2 surveys can only yield
S/N ∼ 7 (1). Once noise of the forthcoming surveys is included,
however, S/N from the nonlinear RS effect becomes small com-
pared to the linear ISW effect. For PlanckLSST we find S/
N ∼ 1.5 for the nonlinear RS effect, and 6 for the linear ISW
effect. For ACTCFHTLS we find S/N ∼ 0.1 for nonlinear
RS and 0.7 for linear ISW. Therefore, we conclude that these
forthcoming surveys are not expected to yield significant de-
tection of the nonlinear RS effect.
5. SENSITIVITY TO DARK ENERGY PARAMETERS
As the linear ISW effect vanishes during the matter era, it
is sensitive to dark energy (DE) (e.g., Boughn & Crittenden
2004; Nolta et al. 2004; Afshordi et al. 2004). The nonlinear
RS effect measures the structure growth, which is also sensitive
to DE (Verde & Spergel 2002; Giovi et al. 2005). The crossover
at , at which the linear and nonlinear contributions can-l ∼ 800
cel, is particularly a unique probe of DE. Figure 4 shows the
sensitivity of to DE parameters: , , andC C /Q C /wl l L0 l 0
. We use a simple form of the DE equation of state,C /wl 1
, given by . The fi-w(a)p p (a)/r (a) w(a)p w  w (1 a)L L 0 1
ducial values are and . We findw p 1 w p 0 C /w 1 00 1 l 0
and at all l. By increasing or , one makesC /w 1 0 w wl 1 0 1
less negative which, in turn, makes DE more importantw(a)
at earlier times. This does two things. On large scales where
, it enhances the linear ISW effect, making even moreC 1 0 Cl l
positive. On small scales where , it reduces the growthC ! 0l
of nonlinear structure, making less negative. In both casesCl
we find positive derivatives. Dependence on is slightlyQL0
more complex. While at most l can be explainedC /Q 1 0l L0
by the same physics as above, we find in theC /Q ! 0l L0
intermediate l. This is due to the assumption of a flat universe:
a larger results in a smaller , which alters the shape ofQ QL0 m0
with the peak shifted to larger scales. (A smallerP (k) Qdd m0
delays matter-radiation equality.) Note that these dependencies
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Fig. 4.—Sensitivity of the CMB-WL correlation to DE. Derivatives of Cl
with respect to the DE parameters. The solid, short-dashed, and long-dashed
curves show , , and , respectively. The thin dottedC /Q C /w C /wl L0 l 0 l 1
lines show curves from linear theory.
might be affected by DE clustering and the galaxy distribution
of WL as well.
6. CONCLUSION
We have studied the cross-correlation between the CMB (the
linear ISW effect as well as the nonlinear RS effect) and large-
scale structure traced by WL. We have developed a simple
analytical model based on the time derivative of the nonlinear
matter power spectrum, and tested its validity analytically with
third-order PT as well as numerically with N-body simulations.
We have shown that all-sky cosmic-variance-limited CMB
and deep (shallow) WL surveys can yield a 50 j (10 j) de-
tection of the nonlinear CMB-WL correlation for .4l p 10max
The forthcoming surveys are not expected to yield significant
detections. We expect ∼1.5 j from PlanckLSST and 0.1 j
from ACTCFHTLS.
Note that we have ignored the point-source contamination,
which could be potentially important at very high multipoles,
because point sources also trace the underlying large-scale den-
sity field. We may therefore need some follow-up observations
with high sensitivities and angular resolutions, such as could
be obtained using ALMA, in order to see how important the
point-source contribution would be. The frequency range of
ALMA is ∼50 to GHz and angular resolution can reach310
to 0.1, which appears suitable for this purpose.
We claim that the change of the sign of at the crossover,Cl
, offers a unique probe of the nature of DE. It mightl ∼ 800
also be important in considering the effect of DE clustering
and the source distribution of WL.
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